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Africa is pregnant with her fourth child 

Giving Birth 

The common thread that holds African communities together is prayer. We believe that there 

is an invisible hand that orchestrates our being and weaves our life’s seams. But it seems, the 

inception of Africa’s fourth child is of a human hand. It is in our culture to ululate when a child 

is born, hoping that the warmth of home would clothe him. But, we could not help but to hold 

our breath in anticipation, of whether or not the birth of this child would rattle our cage of 

poverty or; would it bear the keys to free us. Would it be erected on our ancestral soil or; would 

it elope to the cloud of the human hand- The unconventional birth of her fourth child. 

As an African Millennial, my intrinsic mandate is to utilize my skillsets in empowering the 

marginalized and less privileged in our society, for we co-exist. The Africa of my dreams is 

progressive and embraces change. But, the new and proposed system must be intrinsically 

linked and aligned with the welfare of the community and the environment. I advocate for the 

fourth industrial revolution to gain citizenship on our continent, only if it is mandated to align 

its objectives with the advancement of mankind. This revolution will not exist in isolation but 

will co-exist with our people and play an integral role in inclusive economic growth. 

Technology- Unemployment, cost is borne by our communities. Financials of firms, economic 

growth will be overstated if the cost to our communities is not borne.  

Industrialisation-Building and growing in the context of a life 

In order for the fourth industrial revolution to be a catalyst of positive economic growth, it needs to be 

built in the context of a life. The fourth industrial revolution is driven by universal broadband, 

artificial intelligence and robotics. This means that many firms are moving in the direction of 

employing artificial intelligence than physical and clerical jobs to increase productivity. In 

essence, human beings are vulnerable and are at a risk of being replaced by software or robots. 

Firms are currently struggling to reconfigure the value that human beings (human capital) can add. 

Many may argue that wages should be driven down in order for people to retain their jobs. 

However, lower wage would then perpetuate the income inequality gap and deteriorate life as 

we know it. 

In order for the industrialization to grow and evolve, it needs to be built in the context of a life 

without compromising human dignity and worker’s rights. The education system in Africa 

needs to complement the prospective growth by being more dynamic in order to prepare our 

children for jobs that do not yet exist. Children in rural and impoverished communities, especially 

in Africa, are in an education system that will leave them paralyzed, owing to how it is designed. The 

children of the African soil remain analogue when the future is digital. This means that our children 

remain linear in a world that is growing exponentially. Africa will be subject to neo-colonialism by the 

industrial revolution. Thus, a more collaborative approach and developments in our education system 

need to be implemented so that Africa is not held hostage by a neo-colonialist of artificial intelligence. 

Therefore, we need to assist rural communities to stay afloat in the high tide of technology. At the 

inception of a more dynamic education system, I strongly advocate that the digital divide needs to be 

addressed first, as it is a key factor in perpetuating the inequality gap in most developing economies. 

More constructive projects need to be implemented to assist the underclass in gaining an identity and 

competence in the face of a digital future. Firms need to redefine and reconfigure their Corporate Social 

Responsibility (CSR) mandate and invest more in a dynamic education system that aims to combat the 
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vicious cycle of analogue children in a digital world. The expansion of the fourth industrial revolution 

in Africa is inevitable and is necessary for economic growth. However, the education system must not 

advocate for our children to be employed by artificial intelligence as a factor of production, but be 

trained entrepreneurial, intrapreneurial, creative and to lead the narrative of innovation in the context 

of the fourth industrial revolution. This revolution should not be a threat to humanity but an opportunity 

to collaborate in creating jobs as partners of robotics and as entrepreneurs. Technological expansions 

should be strategically aligned to advance the African agenda- For the industrial revolution to be 

intrinsically linked with the welfare of our communities and the environment. When the education 

system is dynamic, we will be able to create an ecosystem of intelligence and have a vast array of 

independent and dependant variables of value so that we are not looking to artificial intelligence as the 

primary value-adding machine on our continent.  

Teething in Africa 

If the education system and human capital remain stagnant, firms will employ more artificial 

intelligence to gain a competitive advantage. The fourth industrial revolution would then deteriorate the 

current intrinsic link between firms and our communities owing to the perpetuated unemployment rate. 

The unemployment costs that are borne by the community would mean that economic growth and 

improved financial performance owing to technological advancement would be overstated as firms 

would not incur or account for the cost that they have exerted on communities as a result of rapid 

unemployment. Although this would be an “invisible cost” to firms, it would be the reality of many 

African communities and consumers. Economic growth as a result of robotics is then a myth if 

communities are not empowered. In essence, for Africa to be the champion of the industrial revolution, 

it needs to implement a business model where education advances at the pace of technological 

advancement. 

When Africa’s fourth child is born, the whole village will raise him for we co-exist. 

The fourth industrial revolution in the context of a life.  
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